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Offshore Sand Source Investigations for Broward, Miami-Dade, Sarasota, and 
Manatee County, Florida

The United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) South Atlantic Division (SAD) consists of the
coastal regions of Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina.
Storms and rising sea level threaten the region’s coastal zones, thus the USACE initiated a
multiple part project to enhance coastal resiliency within the division. Part 1 of this project was
a desktop study to quantify sand needs
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All vibracores were delivered to the Taylor
Engineering Coastal Geosciences Laboratory in
Jacksonville, Florida where they were split,
logged, and photographed. The USACE chose
sample locations based on draft logs provided
by Taylor Engineering. Samples were then
collected at the requested intervals and
evaluated using sieve analysis (using Sieve
Sizes 3/4”, 3/8”, 3.5, 4, 5, 7, 10, 14, 18, 25, 35,
45, 60, 80, 120, 170, 200, 230), carbonate
content, visual shell, and wet/dry Munsell
color. Carbonate content samples were tested
using the non-ASTM, Twenhofel and Tyler
method and were then re-sieved following
carbonate digestion. All logs and sample data
are presented in gINT format.

Background

Based on the Part 1 results, the USACE
Jacksonville District identified four counties in
SE and SW Florida for further investigation.
These counties were selected for a
comprehensive off-shore sand search based
on their large sand deficit.
Counties include:

and available sand sources for each
county within the SAD over the next 50
years. Available sand sources (offshore,
upland, and Regional Sediment
Management (RSM )/ Beneficial Use (BU)
sources) were compared to sand needs,
which were determined based on
nourishment history or erosion rates for
all federal and non-federal beach
projects. This comparison provided a
sand balance for each county (sand
needs vs. sources).

Geophysical Investigations

Geophysical Investigations (cont.)

The project team reviewed preexisting geophysical
data and identified 75 new offshore sites for
investigation. Following approval of these
investigation areas by the USACE, Taylor
Engineering collected reconnaissance level
geophysical data within each of the counties. The
geophysical overwater field surveys included the
following data:

Following geophysical data
collection, Taylor Engineering and
the USACE evaluated the surveys
and identified areas most suitable
for vibracore collection. A total of
120 vibracore locations were
selected; 59 in Miami-Dade, 31 in
Broward, 19 in Sarasota, and 11 in
Manatee.

Vibracore Collection and Sediment Testing

Sediment test results were compared to the
existing/native beach sediment requirements
defined in Florida Administrative Code 62B-
41.007. County specific sediment
requirements were also taken into
consideration when determining
compatibility. Taylor Engineering deemed
samples as compatible, potential, or
noncompatible based on how closely those
samples met the sediment requirements.

County Sediment Requirements

This reconnaissance level investigation identifies areas on the inner continental shelf offshore of
Miami-Dade, Broward, Sarasota, and Manatee County for further exploration for potential beach
compatible sediments. Many of the potential sand sources identified contain only one boring
with sediment data from this investigation. Due to the limited number and sparse spacing of
borings within the investigation areas, further geotechnical investigations, including additional
borings, are necessary to refine the potential sand source limits for final design.

Next Steps

Results

Taylor Engineering identified potential sand sources based on the extent and depth of
compatible and potential sediment in each core. The potential sand sources did not include
investigation areas whose cores were not compatible and designated these areas as
“Unusable.” The potential sand sources designated investigation areas as “Potential” areas if
their cores contained a minimum of five feet of compatible sediments. The depth of
compatible sediment was determined using the maximum continuous extent of compatible
sediment encountered in each investigation area. Taylor Engineering then subtracted a two-
foot vertical buffer from the maximum depth of beach compatible sediment to estimate the
volume within each potential sand source. Due to limited sediment data, Taylor Engineering
calculated sand thicknesses and volumes using average depths over large potential sand
sources. With additional data, sediment thicknesses and volumes may increase or decrease.

Thank you to the extensive project team at USACE and Taylor Engineering.  
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1Volumes are only reported for potential sand sources which had an average of at least 5-feet of beach compatible 
sediment.
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Taylor Engineering sub contractor Amdrill, Inc. collecting geophysical data offshore 
of Manatee County.
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A total of 126.3 line miles of survey data were 
collected; 51.7 in Miami Dade, 26.8 in Broward, 
34.3 in Sarasota, and 13.5 in Manatee.
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